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Theobald.png.Q: Spring Boot - url mappings
and spring security We are building an

Spring Boot application and are using JWT for
authentication and authorization. I've read
that I need to include something like the
following in my security-context.xml: for

every route that I want to bypass security
for. As of right now, I just have one route in
the security config and it is for a secured

controller (I've called it MyController). This
works fine, but all the controllers I have are
defined in a separate package outside of the

one with the security config. When calling
/customer/1 the request isn't going through

the security filter (because of the above
config) and is being routed to our

CustomerController which is in the correct
package. What do I need to do to make this
work? A: Edit: After testing it, I changed my

config as follows: c6a93da74d
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